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ERRORS IN RADIO-FREQUENCY QUAORUPOLE STRUCTURES*

W. P. Lysenko, AT-6, MS H829
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
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Performance degradation caused by certain radlo-
frequency quadruple (RFQ) machine errors was studied
using an efficient 3-D particle-tracing simulation
code for a high-brightness example. Matched beams,
for which no emittance growth occurs, exist for peri-
odic structures and were used as input oeams for par-
ticle tracing in the presence of errors. He consider-
ed both slowly varying and fast (random) errors that
destroy periodicity. Random dipole errors cause emit-
tance growth because of the mismatches they Introduce
and also result in a motion of the beam centroid that
causes a reduction in acceptance. Because of the way
RFQs are manufactured, the random error amplitudes can
be kept below harmful levels. More important are the
slow errors, which are harmful because they reduce
acceptance even though they maintain a match (up to
the point of particle loss). Slow dipcle errors steer
the beam toward the wall, and voltage deficiencies
cause instabilities in the longitudinal direction
resulting in particles not being accelerated to full
energy.

Introduction

The effects of several types of errors in RFC/
accelerators were simulated using an efficient 3-D
particle-tracing code, The parameters for our example
correspond to the 2-MeV high.brightness H- proto-
type RFQ accelerator at Los Alamos.l The simula-
tion code and the input distribution used in these
studies are described below.

Particle-Tracing Code

Let the particle ~oordinates in the laboratory
frame be x,y,s+z, and let px,oy,p~+pz be their conju-

gate momenta, where s is the synchronous particle
coordinate and p$ is its momentum.

In the simulation, we numerically integ-ate the
equations cf mzitior, corresponding to the followlng
Hamilton Ian.

1[ k? 1+Al+T(x7+y7)cos(kz-os+~t)

t (kz - ks) sin (-$IS +f,jt)
1)

sin (Ilt

The Independent varlahle is time, V is the potential
dlff~rence hettiecn adajacent pole tips, A is a m+asure
of vane modulation,’ k is i%/RA, 0< is the synchronous

phasp, and $ is the Spat?-charje potential. Th~
“rf coupllnq term” of drift-tube Iinacs is present
hrrc also. Spacp charge !s computer! through terms

cubic in the coordinates by fitting the oarticle dis-
tribution to an ellipsoid with a parabolic density
profile. The parameters of this ellipsoidal distribu-
tion are computed from the particle moments through
second order. The required 3-O Integrals (analogous
to the form factor integrals of envelope equation
analysis) are approximated by arl expansion about a
sphere. The space-charge calculation is not good at
the very beginning (bunching region) of the RFIJ for
three reasons: A long bunch length needs a higher
than third-degree representation, the 3-0 integral
expansions are not !ccurate at their present stage
(third order), find wall effects (which we neglected)
may be important when the bunch length is comparable
to the vane separation. Brcause of this problem, we
conducted our simulations by starting with a beam
matched at rf-period 30, This sche:le still includes
most of the low-energy portion of the accelerator
because acceleration occurs only in the last 50
periods in the total of the machine’s 178 rf periods.

Preparing Input Distribution

A 10 000-particle distribution matched to a
time- and space-independent (harmonic oscillator
potential) structure, with a IJ . C.9 space-charge
parameter value, was prepared using the RZE13 code,!
From thir, a time-periodic beam matched to rf-period
‘? of tn~ RFQ was generated by adiabatic deforma-
tion.~ That is, the original distribution was fol-
lowed in the particle-tracing code through a structure
that began as a harmonic oscillator and slowly
deformed into an RFQ structure corresponding to rf-
period 30 of our accelerator. The resulting beam was
our standard input into period 30 of the RFQ for our
simul~tions. The beam current was 50 mA, and the rms
normalized emittances (rms areas in x-px, y-py, z-pz

planes divided hy n) were 0.113 nnrrmrad transverse
and 0.28 nsmmrad longitudinal. Figures 1 and E’
show the evoiution of the beam rms size and emittance
in the x-direction as it goes through our standard
accelerator with no errors. These plots show vslues
at the times when the rf phase corresponds to tl,e m&x-
imum focuslnq force in the x-direction.

Random [“rrors

For any periodic focusing system, even If It
includes nonlinear and coupling forces, and even in
the presence of space charge, ther@ exist certain
matched or equilibrium pha~e-space distributions that
are ~eriodlc when injected into the system. The emit-
tancc or any other property of the distribution will
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ri~,1. lhe rms beam size in the x-dir-ction in m as
a function of rf-period number. Values shown
correspond to times in the rf phase when max-
imum focusing o:(!lrs in the m-direction.
These rtsults are for tha standard accelera-
tor with no errors.
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Fig. i?. The rms emittance In the x.-dtrection In
rmn.mrad as a functon of rf-period number.
These results are for the standard accelera-
tor with no errors.

remai~ constant If measurements are always made at the
same point in the rf phase. With slowly changing
parameters, the matched beam accorrrnodates Itself to
provide a nearly m~tched condition if the changes are
slow enough. In this case, the only harmful effect Is
the loss of acceptance caused by steering the matched
beam near a wal! or by reducing the size of the effec-
tive potential well in the longitudinal direction.
However, with rapidly varying errors, no match Is pos-
sible; emittance growth Is inevitable, regardless of
the input distribution, We will consider ra!ldom
errors that have a con>tant-frequency spectrum up to a
high-frecuency cutoff.

Random Errors in Focusinq Strenqth—

Considrr the situation In which the strength of
the auadrupole focusing field varies randomly from
@ach half-period to the next. It was found that to
make the transverse emittance increase by a factor of
1.5, an error amplitude of about 2% was required. For
a fixed intervane pntent~al dif~erence, this corre-
sponds to a ?2% variation in th~ approximat~ly Cl-mm
vane separation, or about a ?O. ?-rrxn (0,006 in. )
fluctuation, (Note, however, that in an actual RFLI,
vane movemefits change the rf mode and do nut preserve
intervane potential differences, )

?andom Oftset Errors

i.onsldrr the center of the RFQ field offset ran-
,Iomly every half-rf-perlo(i. This introduces a fluct-
uotincj dipcle field (and a small llnear coupling with
the z-(ilreclion ;rom the coupling term), Simulation
~hows that an offs~t fluctu,ll Ion amplltude of 0.06 mm
(0.00? il.), whlcn is 0.75% of the intervane separa-
tion, proflucr~ a transverse emittance qrowth factor of
1,5 I 0.1 (result of 10 run:. with different random-
error sequ~nces). This emittance qrowth IS accompanied
by a motion of the transverse beam ce,ltroid. ~igure 3
shows the cvoluticn of the x-centroid amplitude

? 1/?
Ax ● [X7 + (pxA/mmc) ] , for a certain run, where x

and pl nre the coordinates of the beam centroid anu

n is the transverse phase advanre per rf period.
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I-lq. 3, The ~mplitude of the beam crnt?oid in th?
x-dlrectirsn In mm as a function of rf-prr!od
numh~r. Th? acc~l~rator contnlns ramlmn
dipole errors corresponding to hn offset
@rror amplitllde of 0.75% of the intervane
separation.

Figure 4 shows the final phase-space projections for
this case. The average final centroid amplitude Is
0.46t 0.30 nm. Because :he standard deviation is so
large, this cannot be considered a diffusion process
(also evident because Fig. 3 is not i smoothly
increasing curve). The effect depends on the details
of the errors, not just on the frequency spectrum.

Ftxed Oipole Errors

Consider a beam Injected off-axiawlth offset xo
in the x-direction. This introduces a dipole force of
kxo sinwt acting on the beam in addition to the quad-

ruple force -kx sfn ut, where k is the force con-
stant. For small phase advance per rf period, the
effective force on the

$
article for the slow (beta-

tron) motion Is given b

F 2
= - <FaF/3x>/w\ ,eff

(2)

where F Is the actual force proportional to sin ut,
and the average is over the fast (rf) time scale. For

OUI case the effective force is -k(x-xo)/2k2, so that

the effect of the sinusoidal dipole is to cause the
beam centroid to move about X. with the underpressed
betatron frequency, just as in the time-independent
cas~. (This is because the quadruple and dipole
forces are in phase. If the sinusoidal dipole force
acted alone, to first order Ic would have no effect on
the particles, ) The simulations verify this behavior.
Some e,nittance gruwt.h accompanies the motion of the
centroid, it takes an offset of 0.7 mm (9% of vane
separation) to produce an emittance growth factor of
1.5 In the x-direction. There iS little coupling to
the y- or z-directions.

SJowly lncrehsing Dipole Error

Consider a dipole field that increases linearly
starting from zero, a situation obtained by Injecting
a beam on-axis into a bent RF(). If the change is slow
enough, we expect the inltlally matched beam to adapt
itself and remain matched. The simulations show that
to produce an emittance growth factor of 1.S requires
a final 40-mm offset (5 times the vane separation).

Voltage Errors

The RFQ Is desiqned to operate with a vane poten-
tial difference of 111 kV, constant alonq Its lenqtil.
With all imperfect rf mode, however, the voltaqe may
drop below this value at some points. Thts leads to a
reduction in transverse focutinq strength, and, mwre
imnortant.ly, a reduction in longitudinal acceptance.
If VD and hsl) are the desiqn values of the voltaqe and

synchronous phase, then the voltaqc and synchronous

riq. 4. Final phns~-space pro.j?ctions for the cas~
with random dipole errors corresponrtinq to
an offset error amplitud~ of 0.752 of the
intervane separaticln.
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phase satisfy V cos I$s = VD C05 $$D. Solving for V

when O< ❑ o givesthe lowest voltage at which the

RFQ can-operate, corresponding to a zero longitudinal
acceptance. He can estimate the longitudinal accept-
ance. neglecting spice charge and acceleration, by
assuming the width of the longitudinal potential well
V7(kz) to be 12051 and its height to be VZ($5). (There

are few particles o~tside this region, especially in
the presence of space charge, which reduces the height
but not the width of the pof-ential well.) Setting
this acceptance to the longitudinal emittance Ez
and solving for the critical voltage gives

‘=cOs(e::$$$sD)’ “
(3)

For o,lr example, the maximum value of this quantity,
98.2 kV, occurs at rf period 166 (the 1.2-MeV point).

Simulations were done in which the voltage was
reduced linearly from 111 kV at p?riod ;20 (0.2 MeV)
to a voltage V at period 150 (0,5 MeV) and was held
at V for the remainder of the time. Figure 5 shows
lhe resulting output energy spread as a function of
v. At 96.1 kv, the longitudinal acceptance drops to
zero. Simulations COU1O not be done with lower volt-
ages because no synchronous phase exists. Because for
the low voltage cases many particles are being lost
longitudinally, external and space-charge forces were
computed a$cumino periodicity in z with period PA.
NO p,lrticles were actually lost to the walls, howe’~er.
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Fiq. S. ThP ~)nergy spread in the output beam caused
hy a slow drop in voli.age at the hiqh-enerqy
end to the value V. The top curve is averaqe
enprg,y plus Its standard deviation, the mid-
dle curve is ave-aqe energy, and the bottom
[Ijrve is aversge enerqy minus its standard
deviation, all a~ a function of final volt-
aq~ V,

Discussion

The RFQ mode structure, characterized mainly by
the presence of unwanted slowly varying dipole fields
and slow variations in the quadruple field, is very
selsitive to small changes in the average vane posi-
tions. Rapidly v~rying field errors, however, could
orily be caused by small imperfections in the vane
machining. Our simulations assumed the fast errors
were random and had a cutoff at twice the rf. Faster
random errors would be more harmful (in the reqime of
small errors we could describe th~ motion w’th a dif-
fusion equation having a diffusion constant propor-
tional to the error cutoff frequency), but they are
not possible because the length scale for field errors
cannot be much shorter than the vane separation.
Actual fast RFQ imp~rfections should be easy to keep
below the 0.06-rrn (0.002-in. ) threshold computed.

Apparently, the main problem in RFQ construction
is the minimization of the slow errors. The presence
of transverse dipole fields and voltage deficiencies
at critical points (where 10,1 is small) can

reduce transverse and longitudinal acceptances.
can lead to particle losses, especially for
emittance beams.
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